Growing Cacti and Succulents from Seed
By Ken Luiten

Preface:
Growing cacti and succulents from seed is a rewarding and low-cost way to add rare species to your
collection. It’s a must-try for anyone who enjoys collecting cactus and succulents. One point that needs
to be made clear: there are many ways to be successful at growing from seed and you can get as simple
or complex as you desire. There is no perfect method and many approaches can yield excellent results.
It’s important to remember that if at first you do not succeed, try again. Finding the right technique for
you might be an iterative process.

What You Need
Growing from seed is much easier than many believe. Once you sow the seed, it will be months before
you need to worry about them. Additionally, you need very little to get started – especially if you just
sow one container! Here is a list of things you’ll need to get started:
•
•
•
•

Sowing container – I use pots to sow seeds. I usually use a 3”x3” pot size; two of these can fit
easily into a small Ziploc baggie.
Sowing medium – Soil.
Ziploc Baggies – These will create the closed system that will maintain humidity levels
Seeds

Container
Successful seed germination takes a certain set of conditions often rare in nature, but relatively easy to
replicate in a controlled environment. Humidity is key for germination and to that end, the container
you choose needs to be able to maintain a sufficient level of humidity. This can be done in a variety of
ways: pots inside a Ziploc bag, pots inside of a clear plastic bin, clear plastic take-out food containers,
plastic drink cups with clear plastic lids, cling-wrap over a container, or a store-bought germination
station. You can go as simple or fancy as you would like. The main considerations are that it must
contain humidity and allow light transmission. For newer growers, I always recommend pots inside a
Ziploc bag.

Soil
There are actually four topics you never discuss in polite company: politics, religion, money, and soil
mixtures. Everyone has the perfect mixture and will gladly let you know what you’re doing wrong with
yours. After years of experimenting with mine, I’ve arrived at a mix of coarse wash sand and desert
loam. With the humid environment inside of your germination station, mold becomes a big threat to
the seeds and young seedlings. By reducing the amount of organic material in the system, you can
significantly reduce the occurrence of mold. Coarse sand and desert loam both have very little organic
material and therefor resist mold growth well.
Should you sterilize the soil? Again, that depends on who you ask. I’ve had excellent results with and
without sterilization. However, out of an abundance of caution mainly due to the scarcity of some of
the seeds I sow, I usually sterilize. A few minutes in the microwave (soil must be damp) or an hour in
the oven will do the trick. Make sure the soil is cool again before putting seeds down.

Sowing
Before sowing the seeds, make sure the soil is thoroughly damp. I like to set the pot in a tray of water
overnight to make sure the moisture is consistent throughout. As stated before, moisture is key to
successful germination.
Most cactus seeds are surface sown, but this rule has exceptions. Other types of plants need their seeds
sown at some depth below the surface. This is where a bit of experience or research might be
warranted. For surface sown seeds, make sure there is a layer of coarse sand on the top of the pot and
randomly shake the seeds out trying to equally distribute them. The coarse surface give the seeds
places to hide and for moisture to collect. For sub-surface sowing, try to avoid digging holes. Instead try
leveling the soil, distributing the seeds, and then gently covering them with ¼” coarse sand.
After sowing the seeds, mist the pot thoroughly ensuring that the surface is completely damp. Be
careful not to wash away your newly sown seeds.

The Rest
After your seeds are sown, seal your bag or container to make sure the moisture doesn’t escape. Within
a couple of hours you should start to observe condensation collecting inside your germination station. If
you are not seeing this condensation, your system is probably too dry. Next, place your setup
somewhere with sufficient light, but making sure it will not overheat (no direct sunlight). Temperature
of optimum germination will vary by species, but 65-90°F is generally acceptable. You can add moisture
as needed through misting or bottom watering.

Most species will show signs of germination within 14 days. However, this can vary greatly based on
species, quality of seed, and ambient conditions; this is another area where experience and research
may help.
As the seedlings mature, you can begin to reduce the moisture they receive. You can do this by partially
opening up your system and watering less frequently. However, do not move too fast. Almost all
species will thrive in the initial humid environment where they were germinated for many months after
sprouting. Do not get discouraged if seedlings seem to randomly die; at this young age they are highly
susceptible to bacteria and other risks; this would happen in nature as well. I will sometimes wait up to
two years before transplanting seedlings, but I have no hard rule on age at which I begin introducing
them to the outside world. This is where experimenting and observation come into play.

